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Objective 
The real goal of the game is to create fun lifelong memories, but if you 

care about the whole winning thing, then try to score the most points 

by correctly matching other players to their Wrong Answers.  

Set up
1. Hand all players a Marker and Answer Board.
2. Assign one person as the Score Keeper and give them the Score 
Board. Write each Player’s name on the lines.

3. Place the Question Cards within reach of all players.

4. The Player with the most unread emails in their inbox is the first to act 
as The Reader.

How to Play
1. The first Reader chooses one Question 
Card and reads it aloud.

2. All players (including The Reader) write a 
Wrong Answer to the question on their Answer 
Board and then hand it to The Reader face 
down. Since other player’s are going to see your 
Answer Board, try to be sneaky about your handwriting!

3. The Reader shu�es around the Answer Boards and then, one at a 
time, reads them aloud and places them face up on the table.

4. The Player to The Reader’s left now has the first guess as to who 
wrote which Wrong Answer. This Guesser chooses One Wrong Answer 
and tries to match it to One Player. 

Scoring
 for each correct guess during a round.

to the last Player remaining at the end of the round 
(i.e., no one has guessed that Player’s Wrong Answer).

The Player with the most points at the end of the Game is the WINNER!
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 - , The Player who wrote the Wrong 
Answer is eliminated from the round (The Reader hands The Player back 
their Answer Board) and the Guesser can guess again and try to knock 
out another Player.

 - , they are still in the round but the 
play passes to The Player to their left. Players remain in the round until 
someone matches them with their Wrong Answer.

5. The Round Ends when only one Player has not been matched to their 
Wrong Answer. Once a round is complete, the role of The Reader now 
moves one Player to the left.

6. The Game ends when each Player has had a chance to be The 
Reader.
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